Results Dopant species: a N edge dopant induces resonant levels (dips and peaks in transmission curves) for electron conduction whereas a O edge dopant results in resonant levels for hole conduction. The resonant levels can be explained by an electron hopping over an energy trench. A N introduces negative potential energy around it therefore electron transmission is more oscillatory than hole transmission. For O doping hole transmission is more oscillatory. The magnitude maximum of diagonal perturbation by N is ~4 eV which is larger than that of O, ~1eV. Hence the mobility of O doped GNRs is systematically larger than N doped GNRs as shown in the results.
Channel width dependence:
We studied the channel width, W, dependence of edge-doping-limited mobility with a fixed 2D carrier density of 10 13 cm -2 , which requires the Fermi level E F to be about 0.3 eV above (below) the mid-gap energy for electrons (holes) regardless of the channel width. At small W, E F is close to the band edges. For N edge doping, transmission at the conduction band edge is degraded more in semiconducting GNRs (n=3m) than in quasi-metallic GNRs (n=3m+2). Thus quasi-metallic GNRs have a larger mobility at small W. The opposite is true for O edge doped GNRs. At large W E F is well above (below) the conduction (valence) band edge. The number of the bands E F crossed is proportional to W therefore mobility increases linearly with W.
Doping concentration dependence:
As doping concentration increases, the density of scatters increases so the mobility decreases. For narrow ribbons (n=14, W=1.62 nm) transport is almost blocked as the ratio of dopants to edge atoms reaches 5%. For relative wide ribbons (W>5 nm), mobility degradation is less severe because the overlap of wave function on edges decreases. A value of about 100 cm 2 /Vs can be achieved for O doping concentration of 10% whereas only several tens for N edge doping.
Carrier density dependence: Carrier density is modulated by shifting the position of the Fermi level with regard to the mid-gap energy. Due to the resonant levels, E F can move toward a transmission dip or a transmission peak. As a result, the mobility can either increase or decrease as the carrier density increase as shown in Fig.5 Conclusions we have presented a simulation study of the edge-doping-limited mobility. The edge chemistry of different dopant species is captured by calibrating TB Hamiltonian to the ab-initio simulations. Due to the nature of quasi-1D channel, electronic transport can be significantly degraded by edge chemistry doping especially at a small channel width. A Careful control of doping process (e.g. doping density less than 5% or a complete edge doping that substitutes all edge C atoms or H atoms) is important to reduce the adverse effects on mobility. . The non-monotonic behavior is caused by that E F can coincides with the transmission dips whose positions depend on W. Fig.4 Edge-doping-limited mobility as a function of the doping concentration for (a) n-type edge doping and (b) p-type edge doping with a fixed 2D carrier density. The doping concentration is defined as the ratio of the number of the dopants to the total number of the edge atoms. Fig.5 Edge-doping-limited mobility as a function of the carrier density for (a) n-type edge doping and (b) p-type edge doping with a fixed edge doping concentration 2.5%
